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DETERMINATION OF THE PROFILE DRAG OF AN AIRPLANE WING IN FLIGHT
AT HIGH REYNOLDS NU~MBERS

By JOSEPH BICKNELL

SUMMARY

Flight tests were de to determine tlw projiledmg
coefficientsof a pod-on oj the original wing surface of an
all+netal aiqlane and of a portion of the wing made
aerodynumieally smooth.and more nearly fair thun the
original gectian. l%e wing secz!ionwas approximately
the AL A. C. A. %$14.6. The tests were carried out ozer
a range of air-planespeeds giving a maximum Reynolds
Number of 16,000,000. Tests were also carried out to
locate the point of tmneiiion from laminur to W&dent
bounda~ layer and to determine the celocity didribution
akmg the upper surj%eeof the mung.

The projiledrag caqfkients of the original and of the
smoothwing portwns at a Reynolds Number of 16,000,000
were O.OIOgand 0.0068, respectively; i. e., the surface
irregulart”tieson the original wing increased the projile-
drag coejjtcient60 percent aboce that of the wnooth wing.

INTRODUCTION

Ordy comparatively recently have profle-drag deter-
minations in the upper range of flight Reynolds Num-
bers (10,000,000 to 30,000,000)been made, either in
wind tunnels or in flight. Profile-drag coefficients up
to a ReynoIda Number of 13,000,000have been de@r-
mined in the 5-by 7-meter tunnel of the DVL (reference
1). In the variabledensity tunnel of the N. A. C. A.,
similarmeasurementshave been made up to an effective
Reynolds Number of 8,000,000 (references 2 and 3).
An extrapolation equation is suggested in reference 2
for extending the results to higher Reynolds hTumbem.

In tiew of the simplicity of the momentum method ‘
of determhing profile drag in flight (reference 4), a
project was initiated to determine the profile drag of
an airplane wing at as high Reynolds Numbers as
possible. The project also incIuded measurements to
determine the point of transition from Iaminar to
turbukmt boundary layer on the upper surface of the
wing and the distribution aJong the wing of the velocity
just outside the boundary layer.

APPARATUS AND METHODS

The flight tests were conducted on a Northrop attack
airplane (A–17A), a Iow-wing single-engine monoplane.
The twts were carried out on a paneI of 5-fcot !2-inch
span kwated on the right wing. The inboard edge of
this paneI was at the juncture of the wing stub and the
main wing panel, 5 feet 6 inches from the center line of
the airplane. The propeIIer, 9 feet 9% inches in diame-
ter, was Iocated 6 feet ahead of the wing leading edge.
The test panel was sufficiently removed from the slip-
stream to avoid interference, especially in the high-
speed condition in which the tests were made.

The panel was made smooth by Ung the lap jointi
in the metaI-wing covering and then cementing pieoes
of rubber sheeting to the wing surface in the spaces
between the rows of rivets to build up the surface above
the level of the .rn:,etheads. The fairness of the wing
was improved ,“fiy cementing a layer of XI-inch-thick
hard sIumimqn to the rubber. This metaI was applied
in several pieces, rded to the contour of the wing.
FinaUy, another layer of rubber was applied over the
metal. This layer was continuous from the trailing
edge around the leading edge and back to the trailing
edge, where the two ends were sewed together. The
wn-faceof the rubber was sprayed with several coats of
6Uerand was sanded and rubbed until it had a smooth,
~IOSSy finish (fig. 1).

On the lower surface of the smooth panel -werethree
small, irremovable obstructions. These obstructions
were downstream of the transition point, off to one
tide of the survey plane, and were faired. The drag
snd the interference due to these obstructions were esti-
mated on the assumption of a- drag coe.fEcient of 1
based on their crowsectional areas and a reasonable
~preading of their wa.ke9. Their estimated effed on
the prcfle-drag ocefficient was an increase of 0.0003.
His amount has been subtracted from the prcfile-
dr~ coefficients found by the momentum surveys.
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The test panel of the smooth wing tapered in both static tube is mounted so that it can turn about an axis
chord and thickness ratio. The inner section was ap- nearly parallel to the wing chord line. (See fig. 1.)
proximately the N. A. C. A. 2415.5 with a chord of 9.46 On the inboard end of this tube is fastened a short lever,
feet; the outer section was the N. A. C. A. 2413.5 with the end of which is held in contact with a single-lobe
a chord of 8.20 feet. The profile in the plane of the platmmm by a spring. A ratchet wheel attached to
wake surveys was approximately the N. A. C. A. the cam is advanced one tooth at a time by a click.
2414.5 section with a chord of 8.86 feet. Measured The click is actuated by a bellows e.xpmded hydrau-
ordinates of this profiJeare given in table I, together Iically by the operation of a piston in the cockpit.
with the computad ordinates of the N. A. C. A. ‘2414.5 The dynamic and the static pressures of the free
section. stream were obtained from Rpitot+tnt.ic tube mounted

FmmtEI.—Finishedsmoothwingandsurveyapparatus.

The profile drag of the wing with the original surface
was determined in the.same plane as the smooth wing.
The profle was approximately the N. & C. A. 2414.5
section with a chord of 8.80““feet. Figure 2 shows a
photograph of the original wing, and the details of the
surface irregularities on this section are given @
figure 3.

The profile drag was determined by the momentum
method.,(reference 4). In these tests, the wake surveys
were &4 percent of the chord behind the trailing edge
of the wing. A traversing mechanism to measure,
point by point, the total pressure and the static pres-
sure in the wake was developed suitable for attachment
to a metal wing. A tube supporting a pitot and a

on a boom near the wing tip. The static tube was
calibrated against the static side of a suspended air-
speed head.

Measurements to determine the boundary-layer tran-
sition point and the pressure distribution were made
with three racks mounted on the upper surface, as
shown in figure 4. Each rack had a static tube and a
total-pressure tube. The static tube was made of
0.040-inch-diameter hypodermic tubing; the total-
pressure tube was of the same size flattened at the
mouth- until its outside depth was 0.012 inch. The
static tube was set--about X8 inch from the wing sur-
face; the total-pressure tube was in contact with the
surface.
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FIGURE4.–Bouudary-layer.tuberach mountedonwing,

The ratio of the dynamic pressure in the boundary
layer close to the wing surface.to. the dynamic pressure
just outside the boundary layer was computed and
pIotted against distance along the surface. The point
where this curve shows an abnormal increase in the
downstream direction was taken as the transition point
from Iaminar to turbulent boundary layer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Wake surveys were macle over the range of Reynolds
Numbers from 11,000,000 to 15,000,000 (air-speed
range 140 to 200 miles per hour indicated). The
corresponding lift-coefficient rmge was 0.35 to 0.17.
No attempt was made to vary the Reynokis Number
R and the lift coefficient CL independently, since the
variation in profile-drag coefficient at constant lift
coefficient over the Reynolds Number range that could
be obtained in flight was of the same magnitude as
that due to experimental errors. The air conditions
for these tests ranged from a perfect smoothness to a
roughnem sufficient to cause mnall variations in the
recorded air speed.

Measurements to determine the boundary-layer

transition point~n the smooth wing were mnde at
Reynolds Numbers of 11,000,000 and 14,000,000, corre-
sponding to lift coefficients of 0.34 and 0.21, respec-
tively.

Profile-drag coefficients were computed from the
wake measurements by Jones’ formula (reference 4)

‘-2J’WVE%(’-JE)W)
where His total pressure.

p, static pressure.
c, chord.
W’, wake.
y, ordinate in survey plane normal to the free

stream.
The subscript o refers to the free stream at infinity,
and the subscript 1 refers to the measurement plane.
As a check for possible errors that area result of assum-
ing the air incompressible, Jones’ equation was redevel-
oped for compressible flow by introducing the equation
of continuity and Bernoulli’s equation for compressible
flow. A complete derivation of the equation is given in
the appendix. The iinal equation is
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where, in addition to the previously defined symbols, -
p is density.
~, ratio of specific heat at constant pressure to

specific heat at constant volume.

F, compressibihty factor

[
l+;(u/T~.)’+4+(u/T’c)’”+...

1

~’,, speed of sound.
u,velocity.

For the position of the survey head 8.4 percent of the
chord from the trailing edge of the wing, the correction
for compressibility at 200 miles per hour is on&enth
percent of the profile drag. Inasmuch as the static pres-
sure in the wake is nearly equal to free-stream static

irregularities. The oMginal wing had large circular
perforations in the wing flap. This construction is not “—”
a norrmd one and undoubtedly accounted for some of
the profile drag, although countersunk rivets had been
used over the forward 23 percent of the upper surface
and 8 percent of the levier surface to keep the drag of
the original wing low. Over the range of Iift ccefbcients
tested, the protle-drag coefficient is constant within the . .
experimental error and can be taken as c%~ti. The

Reynolds A’umber range being small, variation of cpO
with Reynolds Number is expected to be very small.
From reference 2, the variation of c~Oover the range of . ___
Liftcoefficients tested is also expected to be sm~.

It is also apparent that c% is independent of free-air
roughness as no systematic variation was found for

–..
-3- “ -2 -1 0 I .2”3

Die&x above CM line, pIS_cenf &d

Fmwm5.-TgpicalLmmesofmomentumIcesfo wake. CL,Oa.

prwsure, the density term is practically unity. The
veIocity in the wake being a krge fraction of the stream
velocity, the compressibility factors me approximately
ecpd and cancel out, For the con@ions tested, the
correction applied to the profile-drag coefficient is
negligible.

Typical curves of the momentum loss in the wake for
the smooth and the origimd wing surfaces are given in
figure 5. The position of the pitd tube w-ascorrected
to its effeotive center by the method given in reference 5.

The profile-drag coefhcients for the smooth condition
and the origimd condition of the wing of N. A. C. A.
2414.5 section me plotted against the lift coefficient of
the complete airplane CLin figure 6. A complete sum-
mary of the test conditions and results is given in
table II.

The profile-drag coefficient of the smooth wing is
0.0068; of the original wing, 0.0102 for Reynolds Num-
bers from 12,000,000 to 15,000,000. Thus a profW-
drag increase of 50 percent can be attributed to surface

-.

FrGuR!JtL-ProfflMrascwftlclentsforsmoothandorf@nEl
N.A, C.A.241L.5wctlona

diflerent air conditions during the tests. This result
has been pointed out by Jones (reference 6). Appar-
ently the type of turbulence found in the atmosphere
has no noticeable effect on the profiIe drag.

From drag data obtained in the variable-density
tunnel for the N. A. C. A. 2400 series (reference 3), the
interpolated CaOmtifor the N. A. C. A. 2414.5 section at

an effective Reynolds Number of 8,000,000 is 0.0067.
If this value is edrapo]ated to 15,000,000 according to
the formula (reference 2),

‘%.*= @%m*),x,(&y6y”

a value of 0.0063 is obtained for C%=&.

Profile-drag tests carried out in the 5- by 7-meter
tunnel of the DVL on the N. A. C. A. 2409 and 2421
sections over a Reynolds hTumberrange of 3,000,000 to
13,000,000 indicate a c%~ti value of 0.0065 for the

N. A. C. A. 2414.5 section at a Reynolds Number of
15,000,000.
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The Cqmh value of 0.0068 for the smooth wing is
probably slightly higher than it-would have been for a
true N. A, C. A. 2414.5 section in flight. This differ-
ence can be attributed to earlier transition, as pointed
out in the discussion of the boundary-layer tests.

The results of the boundary-layer and the pressure-
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FIG- 7.—BoMdorY-kww.smveYson upper.surfamof smoothwfmgat C~-O.84.
R, 11JC),030;N ~. C.J. %414.6wdon.

distribution surveys are shown in figures 7 and 8 as the
velocity distribution along the.surface and the ratio of
the dynamic pressure gl 0.008 inch from the surface to
the dynamic pressure q just outside the boundary layer.

From the q,/q curve, the transition point for both
flight conditions is 17.5 percent of the chord along
the surface from the front stagnation point (14 percent
of the chord along the chord line).

For CL=0.21 (~. 8), the curve of velocity distribu-
tion along the surface reaches a maximum at 14 percent
of the chord along the surface. The negative veloeity
gradient (or positive pressure gradient) exerte there-
after an unstable influence on. the laminar boundary
layer. Transition to turbulent boundary layer with
accompanying increase in skin friction follows soon
after the velocity maximum. The tests at CL= 0.34
exhibit the same tendencies.

The dip in the experimental velocity dist~ibutions
near the quarter-chord point is attributed to departures
of the section tested from the true N. A. C. A. 2414.5
section. For comparison, the velocity distributions
over the upper surface of a true N. A. C. A. 2414.5
section for the airplane lift oc@licients emmwponding
to those of the boundary-layer tests have been plotted
in figures 7 and 8. These distributions were obtained
by interpolating between the pressure distributions for
the N. A. C. A. 2400 seriesgiven in reference 7. Com-
parison of the experimental and the computed velocity
distributions shows that the peak velocity of the com-
puted distributions occtms farther downstream. The
transition point would be expected to occur in the region

between 25 and 35 percent of the chord measured along
the surface. The more forward position of the transi-
tion point observed in the tests could easily account for
the difference in profile-drag coefficient found in these
tests as compared with the DVL and the variablo-
density-tunnel tests.

FIGUBCE.—Emtmdary-laywsur~esson UPW.stufwaof nmoothWIUat CL
R, ILWM ~. A. C, A. 2414.6SWtiOI).

-0.2L

CONCLUSIONS

Wake surveys made of a smooth wing of approxi-
mately N, A. C. A. 2414.5 section in flight at a Reynolds
Number of 15,000,000 gave a minimum profile-drag
coefficient of 0.0068. Surveys made of the originfd
wing, which represents current metal construction,
gave a.profle-drag coefficient of 0.0102. Manufactur-
ing irregulal<ticsin riveh, lap joints, access doors, and
flap ventilating holes are thus responsible for n 50-
percent increase in profile-drag coefficient.,even though
flush rive~ were used over the for~vard 23 percent of
the upper surface and 8 percent of the lowor surface of
the wing.

The”boundary-layer surveys on the upper surface of
the smooth wing showed that transition from lamimw to
turbulent boundary layer occurred at a position on tho
section tested more forward than would be expected
on a true N. A. C. A. 2414.5 section. DifTercmcosin
the transition-point location could easily account for
the slight clifbrences in the profile-drag cocfficionts of thu
N. A. C. A. 2414.5 section found in fright d in the
DVL mid the vtwiable-density tunnels.

The boundary-layer surveys showed that transition
occurred a short distance downstream from the point of
minimum pressure.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
LAIiQLEY I?IELD, VA., Janumy 6, 1939.



APPENDIX

THE DERIVATION OF JONES’ EQUATION FOR PROFILE
DRAG IN A COMPRESSIBLE FLUID

bume a two-dimensional body in a uniform stream
(fig. 9). Assume that a plane is located far enough
ahead of the body so that the static pressure is equaI to
the static pressure of the undistributed stream pO.
The velocity, the total pressure, and the density are
given as UO,HO,and p,, respectively. Assume another
plane far enough behind the body so that the static
pressure is again the static pressure of the undisturbed
stream, PO. Over m elementary distance dy, normal
ta the undisturbed stream, the veIocity, the total

pressure, and the density are given as U, H, and PO,
respectively. The density her~is equal to p, &ce &
static presmre is equal to pO. Over an elementary
distance dyl, to be def3ned later, of the plane in which
the wake surveys are made, the static pressure, the
velocity, the tutal pressure, and the density are PI, Ul,
Hl, and p,, respectively.

Since the static pressuresat the forward and the rear-
ward planes are equal, the profle drag per unit span
can be equated to the integral of the difhrence in rate
of momentum crossing these planes, namely,

D~=&l,(U&u-)udy

where the integral is taken ordy over the wake because
there is no contribution outside the wake. Assume, as
Jones does, that the wake can be considered as made up
of %tremn tubes” which do not mix as they pass from
the measurement plane to the rearmud plane and along
each of which the tatil pressure is constant. Then,
applying the equation of continuity along the stream
tube, whose width is dyl at the measurement plane and
dy at the downstremn pkme,

/z,_Udy=plZ71dy1
Substituting,

Do=#U& U)fiu,dyl

From Bernoulli’s equation, in a compressible fluid,

-’=iw[’+wo+w)+“ “ “ 1

where T’, is the local velocity of sound.

Let

Then

md

Applying BernouIIi’s equation for the compressible
flow aIong a strewn tube,

where 7 is the ratio of the speci6c heat at constant
pressureto the speciiic heat at constant volum%
whence

Exanine now the term

P1 p,.——
PI Po

Assuming adiabatic changes of pressure and density,

(Y’(Y “
whence, by substitution,

:-:=:[’-(9=1
Now

W+-(’’w=o+’%w
and, expanding this exprwion by the binomial theorem,

Substituting

489
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and, fhlly,

d
u= 2 M-PI

.- .

– —+;[(P1-PO) +;q~~ F,

Substituting the expressions for the velocities into the drag equation,

DO=Jw@@~p,T . -~H’–f’’+~[(PPo)o) +g-7f&y+ . . .

NOTV

]X*J2*;, ‘-

Do &..Q,.—.
C?u,~

where c ti-the airfoil chord. —

Finally

If the velocities are so low that ccmmreesibhtvcan be

()& PI–PO 2~ ~@gi-neglected, PO=P1; ~0=~1= 1;“and~~
PI

ble compared with PI–p,. The drag equation reduces
to the form given by Joues
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TABLE L-SECTION ORDINATES 0??
THE SMOOTH WING AND THE
N. A. C. A. 2414.5 WING. CHORD, 8.86
FEET

[AU mdues [npercentohm-d]

8rLooth Whg

Upper

o
i4s
8.42
4.76
6.n
6.4a

H
&a2
9.10
asa
aa2
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L%
.12

--------
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–107
–2.64
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–6.a9
–6.40
–6.aa
-4 to
-4.al
–L 62
~: ~

–1.15
–.70
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..-----

N. A. C. A.241L6

upper

----—--
223

5%
&m
6.64
7.75

::

9:01
.%66
7.al
h06
4s0
2.29
L 81
(.16)

.--------

–: es
–276
–x 69
–4 %0
–470
–L xl
-6.42
–h4s
-537
-6.01
-445
-x n
-2.90
–X 04
–L 11

(;%

L. E. R8d.. 2.40
61OWOf radius
thro~;, ~e~d of

TABLE 11.—SUMMARY OF PROFILEDRAG TESTS

o.as
.296
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.25
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.22
.20
.10
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.Is.6
.m

F$Tm&s swam
, ~tg:-

coefEcient.
(wRons) c%

SmoothW@

0.00s

%J
.Om

:E
.006s
.Co63
.0069
.0069
.Cm9

Orlginolwing
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.0101

.ZS H .0101 Do:
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